Supplemental Methods
X-ray data collection and structure determination. Data were processed using the HKL2000 1 software. The resolution range 55.00 to 0.960 Å was utilised to solve the crystal structure. The overall completeness of the data is 99.8% in this resolution shell. A total of 29271 reflections were measured, while 15265 reflections were used after merging equivalent reflections. The overall R merge is 0.012, and the redundancy is as high as 31.8.
The formula of the foldamer crystal is 2 (C 36 MOGUL geometry check 4 was performed, and a total of 188 distance restraints were applied.
Thermal vibration and thermal similarity restraints were also used. Extinction correction 5 was applied to the data during the refinement. Hydrogen atoms were geometrically placed to the carrying atoms and ride during refinement. Water molecule hydrogen atoms were not included in the refinement. Chebychev polynomial weighting scheme was used [6] [7] [8] Fig. 1a ) and four of them appear in 2D 1 H-13 C HSQC spectrum (Supplementary Fig. 1b ). This natural abundance 1 H-13 C HSQC was recorded by setting The remaining two peaks in Supplementary Fig. 2a are obviously from the protons that are attached directly to nitrogen, i.e. the protons E and F. That is perfectly consistent with the HD exchange experiment shown in Fig. 5b in the main text. Referencing to the average H ε chemical shift (7.36 +/-0.60 ppm from Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank) of ARG, the peak at 7.18 ppm is assigned to the proton F. The peak at 9.16 ppm is overlapping with the peak D because the overall peak volume is far larger than the one the peak D itself has. This peak is assigned to the proton E, which is consist with 10.02 ppm predicted by the software ChemNMR and the 0.8 ppm difference might be due to the fact that the effect of the phenyl substituent to the amide is highly conformation dependent. 
